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Recent research on carbon markets

Carbon pricing
q Perino, Ritz & van Benthem (2022). Overlapping climate policies. NBER Working Paper 25643, 

July 2022. R&R at The Economic Journal
q Ritz (2022). Global carbon price asymmetry. Journal of Environmental Economics & Management
q Neuhoff & Ritz (2020). Carbon cost pass-through in energy-intensive industrial sectors.  EPRG 

Working Paper 1935, R&R at The Energy Journal
q Newbery, Reiner & Ritz (2019). The political economy of a carbon price floor for power 

generation. The Energy Journal

Carbon border adjustment mechanism
q Mehling & Ritz (2023). Addressing carbon leakage risk to support decarbonisation: Consultation 

response. Department of Energy Security & Net Zero and HM Treasury March 2023 Consultation, 
22 June 2023

q Mehling & Ritz (2023). From theory to practice: Determining emissions in traded goods under a 
border carbon adjustment. Oxford Review of Economic Policy

q Ritz (2022). Carbon pricing and industrial competitiveness: Border adjustment or free allocation? 
EPRG Working Paper 2211, May 2022

q Evans, Mehling, Ritz & Sammon (2021). Border carbon adjustments and industrial 
competitiveness in a European Green Deal. Climate Policy

Þ How to design carbon pricing that works…
  …. for consumers, industry & environment?

https://www.nber.org/papers/w25643
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jeem.2022.102687
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/612652c7afd3ea2e51b7c46b/t/62aaee00007dd5501c6f6cee/1655369216685/201228+CCPT.pdf
https://www.iaee.org/energyjournal/article/3275
https://www.iaee.org/energyjournal/article/3275
https://www.robertritz.org/s/230622-Mehling-Ritz-carbon-leakage-consultation-response-final.pdf
https://www.robertritz.org/s/230622-Mehling-Ritz-carbon-leakage-consultation-response-final.pdf
https://www.eprg.group.cam.ac.uk/eprg-working-paper-2026/
https://www.eprg.group.cam.ac.uk/eprg-working-paper-2026/
https://www.econ.cam.ac.uk/people-files/affil/rar36/pubs/BAFA-May-2022.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1080/14693062.2020.1856637
https://doi.org/10.1080/14693062.2020.1856637
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Plan for this talk

① Policy sequencing towards carbon pricing

② EU carbon border adjustment mechanism

③ The future of the UK ETS 
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Policy sequencing towards carbon pricing

Proposals to price carbon can face political & social opposition 
― More salient than other policies, “revenue recycling” has little traction

Þ Using other (non-price) policy instruments can bring down public resistance
 & unit costs, paving the way for carbon pricing in future

Þ On average, 5-18 years of other policies before carbon pricing adopted

Climate policy portfolio

Source: Linsenmeier et al. (2022). Policy sequencing towards carbon pricing: 
Empirical evidence from G20 economies. IMF Working Paper 22/66

3.2 The build-up of climate policy portfolios over time

The results presented in the previous Section suggest that carbon pricing tends to be adopted

after the adoption of climate policies with all or almost all other instrument types. We use

this insight as motivation to examine whether the climate policy portfolios of countries that

adopted carbon pricing in a specific year systematically di↵er from the portfolios of countries

that did not adopt it.

To do so, we quantify the size of countries’ policy portfolios as the number of instrument

type - sector combinations that a country has already used prior to a given year. The

temporal evolution of the portfolios of countries that eventually adopted carbon pricing is

shown in Figure 5a. The visualisation reveals some interesting patterns. There appear to be

at least three di↵erent kinds of trajectories of how countries built up their policy portfolios

over time. Countries of the first group, including Canada, Japan, and South Africa, exhibit a

relatively rapid expansion of their portfolio followed by a slow further expansion over several

years that eventually includes the adoption of carbon pricing. Countries of the second group,

including Argentina and Switzerland, show a steady gradual expansion of their portfolios up

until the introduction of carbon pricing. Countries of the third group, including the current

EU members in the sample, show a rapid expansion of policies almost immediately followed

by the introduction of carbon pricing.

Figure 5. Development of countries’ climate policy portfolios over time. Shown is
the number of instrument type - sector combinations used in countries’ policy portfolios.

This diversity of trajectories also means that the average time between the adoption of

new instrument type - sector combinations and the adoption of carbon pricing systematically

di↵ers in the sample. For Canada, Japan, and South Africa, this average time is about 18,

13, and 14 years respectively. For Argentina and Switzerland, the corresponding values are

11 and 10 years respectively. For the current EU countries, the average time is about 5 years.
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sequences, we first consider all possible pairs of instrument types. For each of these 28 pairs,

we examine which of the two instrument types tends to be adopted first across sectors and

countries. We then use the relative timing of these pairs to construct the overall sequence.

Formally, we consider the adoption of two instrument types as events X and Y respec-

tively. Using this terminology, we examine the conditional frequency that eventX is preceded

by event Y across countries and sectors. In mathematical terms, we examine the conditional

frequency f(Yt�1|Xt) whereby Xt and Yt�1 are binary variables indicating whether the two

policies have been decided up to the year t and t� 1 respectively:

f(Yt�1|Xt) =
n(Yt�1 ^Xt)

n(Xt)
(1)

with the number of times an event is observed in the data denoted as n(.). We then

derive the relative order of all possible pairs of instrument types by comparing f(Yt�1|Xt)

and f(Xt�1|Yt). Because we are interested in existing policies at the time of decision of a

new policy, we exclude all observations after an event is observed for the first time (i.e. after

the first time a specific instrument is adoped in a specific sector in a specific country).

Figure 3. Adoption of policies with di↵erent instrument types and sectors over

time in di↵erent countries. Shown are only policies that are the first of their kind in
terms of their country, instrument type, and sector combination. The figure illustrates all
information used for the derivation of policy sequences. See text for explanation and an
example.
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Rise of hybrid carbon markets

Emissions 
certainty

Price
certainty

Political 
economy

Waterbed 
effect

Cap-and-trade ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗
Carbon tax ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

Þ Hybrid carbon-market designs
— EU ETS Market Stability Reserve since 2018 reform
— ETS with price caps & floors (UK ETS, California, RGGI)

Þ Complex policy interactions:
— Commodities: Gas price ↑ ⟹ carbon price ↑ ⟹ electricity price ↑↑

— Complementary policies affect aggregate emissions as  
  ETS cap no longer fixed (“punctured waterbed effect”)

— Renewables support & energy efficiency especially powerful 
in terms of aggregate emissions reductions

Source: Perino, Ritz & van Benthem (2022). Overlapping climate policies
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Is a CBAM innovative?

Theory: No!
2nd-best corrective tariff 

(Markusen, J of International 
Economics 1975)

Practice: Yes!
EU agreement on CBAM introduction 

in December 2022
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EU CBAM: Key design elements

Timeline
— Transitional phase from October 2023, financial obligations from January 2026

Scope
— Start: Cement, iron and steel, aluminium, fertilizers, electricity, hydrogen
— 2030: Intention for all EU ETS sectors to be included in CBAM

Free allocation (EITE sectors)

Carbon intensity
— Actual intensity vs default country intensity vs worst-in-class EU intensity

Carbon price
— CBAM certificates at EUA auction price (with “credit” for non-EU carbon pricing) 

Þ CBAM looking increasingly ambitious—and blueprint for non-EU…

Year 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034
CBAM 2.5% 5% 10% 22.5% 48.5% 61% 73.5% 86% 100%

Free 
allocation 97.5% 95% 90% 77.5% 51.5% 39% 26.5% 14% 0%

Source: Mehling & Ritz (2023). From theory to practice: Determining emissions in 
traded goods under a border carbon adjustment. Oxford Review of Economic Policy
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EU CBAM trade exposure in industrial sectors

Value of exports to EU in selected key CBAM sectors (2019 data)

Source: UNCTAD (2021), A European Union Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism: Implications for developing countries

10A EUROPEAN UNION CARBON BORDER ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM:  IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
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Figure 2  I   Exports to the European Union 2019 in selected sectors likely to be considered in the CBAM.  
20 most exposed countries in terms of aggregated value of exports (billion $)

Source: UNCTAD based on UN COMTRADE. The list does not include Iceland, Norway and Switzerland because they 
participate in, or are linked to, the ETS. Therefore, it is likely that these countries are exempt from the mechanism. 

⇒ CBAM trade exposure 
concentrated in:

— Aluminium, iron & steel
— Developing countries
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Economic impacts of moving to a CBAM

Competitiveness impacts from free allocation to CBAM
❑ Marginal cost of foreign producers ↑ (new CBAM)
❑ Marginal cost of domestic producers ↑ (lost free allocation)

 ⇒ Competitiveness of domestic producers might improve
 ⇒ Carbon cost pass-through: Domestic product prices ↑↑

Carbon leakage under free allocation is high if:
1. Non-EU firms have a large market share
2. Product differentiation between EU & non-EU firms is low
3. Non-EU firms are relatively carbon-intensive

Þ CBAM helps especially sectors with high carbon leakage
Source: Ritz (2022). Carbon pricing and industrial competitiveness: 
Border adjustment or free allocation? EPRG Working Paper 2211
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Two key challenges for CBAM effectiveness

① Export competitiveness
— Free allocation supports EU exports
— Import-only CBAM cannot do this…

② “Resource shuffling”
— Non-EU players’ incentive to redirect low-C 

production towards EU to save CBAM costs
— Particular (new) form of carbon leakage…

Source: Evans, Mehling, Ritz & Sammon (2021). Border carbon adjustments and industrial competitiveness 
in a European Green Deal. Climate Policy
Source: Mehling & Ritz (2023). From theory to practice: Determining emissions in traded goods under a border 
carbon adjustment. Oxford Review of Economic Policy
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International reactions to the EU CBAM are mixed

① Introduce your own CBAM
② Introduce your own carbon price
③ Block CBAM/climate club idea
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UK ETS: Carbon market design

Price floor: £22/tCO2 ⇒ case for 2x higher minimum price?
Price cap: Cost Containment Mechanism ⇒ unlikely to ever bind?

⇒ De facto, ETS with fixed emissions cap so 100% waterbed effect
 ⇒ Overlapping policies: no impact on aggregate emissions…

} UK industry 
now at ~50% 
discount vs 
EU ETS

⇒ Financial 
liability under 
EU CBAM
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UK ETS: Evolving sectoral composition

277 

 

Figure 6.5 ‒ Emissions share by sector: Domestic and international, 2020, 2030, 2040 and 2050767 

1073. Following the pathway set out in the Government’s Net Zero Strategy and used for this chart, 
the Government needs to consider expanding the UK ETS to sectors such as domestic 
transport and heat and buildings by 2030 as these sectors will continue to have a high share of 
the UK’s territorial emissions. However, such a move should be followed by government 
measures to mitigate the impact of this policy on particularly low-income households and small 
businesses. 

1074. Expanding coverage of the compliance carbon market to cover a larger proportion of the 
economy and emissions is something other countries have done. Surrender obligations (the 
obligation to pay the auctioned price for one’s emissions) under the New Zealand ETS currently 
covers 50% of the country’s greenhouse gas emissions768 and transitional arrangements are in 
place to bring the agriculture sector in by 2025 (see case study below). Similarly, the EU is 
currently negotiating the EU ETS II to cover transport and buildings. This is meant as a 
transitional measure to bring these sectors into the main ETS market and additionally raises 
funds to protect households from increased prices. 

Source: Skidmore (2023). Mission Zero: Independent Review of Net Zero

Remaining carbon increasingly outside of power & industrial sectors
⇒ By 2030, current UK ETS covers 18% of territorial emissions...

} Case for 
merging 
compliance 
& voluntary 
carbon 
markets?
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UK ETS: Carbon leakage & CBAM

Combatting carbon leakage
① Free allocation

 Annual value ~£2.5bn
② CBAM: EU piggyback…
③ Product standards

CBAM: Competitive impacts

⇒ CBAM requires believing:

UK imports 
from…

UK exports 
to…

EU No change Weaker
RoW Stronger(?) Weaker

fiscal benefits +
“climate club” dynamic +
competitiveness impacts

trade tensions +
reshuffling incentives>


